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Details of Visit:

Author: lotuseater
Location 2: Victoria
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Oct 2021 13:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Basement flat near Victoria. HOD have been there quite a while now and it's always proved
comfortable and discrete.

The Lady:

Viva is a smiley, very pretty, slim and tallish lady with a beautiful, shapely body (gorgeous, suckable
boobs). HOD website says she is 39 but that must be wrong, she surely cannot be more than 29.

The Story:

Viva walked in looking relaxed and elegant and we kissed lightly which rather quickly turned into a
nice orgy of lips and tongues. Off with the clothing and a first delicious owo before I got Viva to
move to the end of the bed and went down on her for a while. I loved licking from inside her pussy
to up and over her clit and she seemed to enjoy it judging by the noises she was making and the
increasing wetness. Indeed the whole encounter was very much one of mutual enjoyment more of
which later. Anyhow we switched to fucking, Viva riding me first then me on top both accompanied
by dfk and nipple sucking before a bit of 69. After lots of that fun I got Viva to blow me until I had a
very intense cim. Viva left the room smiling to get rid of the load then came back for some lovely
kissing, cuddling and a chat. As has so often been the case recently at HOD the encounter felt like
an afternoon with a passionate lover. Viva told me that she does it because she loves sex and this
way, rather than end up with some dodgy geezer from a night club, she can have sex in a safe
environment and get paid for it. Anti sex work puritans take note! We also talked about girls we both
remembered from past days at HOD, how sweet the current girls are and how the whole HOD
experience is just a nice one contrary to the seedy image sex work can have in some contexts.
I noticed that Viva has no reviews on the HOD site. She says she certainly has been positively
reviewed on Punternet (no surprise there) but they don't get linked to her HOD profile. This girl
deserves better. She is a star. The only problem these days is that there are so many lovely women
at HOD who I would happily make return bookings with aswell as lovely new girls to encounter that
it gets hard to decide who to book when I'm in London. What a delicious dilemma to be so spoilt for
choice. Case in point, I saw sexy Apple on the way out and had a greeting and a quick kiss and felt
guilty that I'd not booked her. She obviously sensed that and said no problem. Anyway, can't wait
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for my next HOD adventure.
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